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Introduction
NASA is returning to the lunar surface to explore and establish a sustainable base 
at the South Pole of the Moon, not just to visit as was done during the Apollo 
Program. The current lunar surface plans include a Lunar Terrain Vehicle (LTV), 
Pressurized Rover (PR) and a Surface Habitat (SH), but due to lander down mass 
constraints, the ability to perform science in these elements is severely limited. 



Pilot FORGE Study to address this science shortfall

The “Forge the Lunar Lab” team included facilitators, a customer representative, 
subsystem experts, architects, safety experts, system engineers, human factors 
specialists, engineering visualization professionals, and lunar science experts. The 
concurrent design session was held to ideate concepts, evaluate and downselect, 
then refine the two chosen designs with mass, power, thermal, operations and 
human factors considerations. The sessions were held over five Fridays in order to 
accommodate the “on-call” representatives to the team with regular roles outside 
the study.



Ground Rules & Assumptions

● Programmatic Considerations
○ Annual 4 person missions to the South Pole for ~33 days of surface operations
○ 2 crew live in the Surface Habitat while the other 2 roam in the Pressurized Rover
○ Launch on existing or near term potential commercial Launch Vehicles
○ Elements are expected to be self-sufficient

● Science Objectives
○ Research can include lunar environment, biological and non-biological process in 

the lunar environment, research of the universe from the lunar vantage point
○ Payload grouping from Constellation Program Study:

■ Geology Lab
■ Biology Lab
■ Physics Lab
■ External Payloads

○ Missing under Constellation was Human Research Lab



Brainstorming Concepts

Several questions to flesh out the need for a science lab and different potential 
configurations. The team brainstormed around these questions: 

1) How might we achieve 
science production? 

2) How might we provide 
crew access or interface 
the asset to other surface 
elements?

3) How might we deploy 
the asset to its location?

4) How might we provide 
a pressurized volume for 
the crew?

5) How might we 
provide crew life 
support?



Morphology Matrix
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Two ends of the Brainstorming spectrum

The “Lava Tube Lab” was at the low TRL end of the spectrum. This concept used a 
natural lava tube and underground cavern to provide the habitable volume for as large a 
science lab as desired. While this concept provided an unlimited expandable base 
infrastructure for science, the team realized that there are no known lava tubes in vicinity 
of the planned lunar south pole base locations. This concept could still be used if a 
Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) were developed to create the underground system at the 
desired location.

Other novel concepts utilized the SpaceX Starship as either a very large cargo delivery 
system or a customized Starship modified to be a habitable lab. Given the Government 
Accounting Office (GAO) protest at the time for the Human Landing System (HLS) 
selection of the Starship, the team eliminated these concepts from the trade space.



Evaluation

The team voted on the most innovative concepts, with the results showing the 
“Lava Tube Lab” and the “Multi-Module Mobile Lab” ranking highest. 

Second, the team voted on the most feasible concepts, which resulted in the 
“Minimalist Lab”, a single module rover, and stationary concepts ranking highly.



Pugh Method
The baseline (concept 5) was the multi-module stationary lab. Concepts that scored 
worse than the baseline (2, 4, and 8) were the “Lava Tube Lab”, the single landing 
stationary lab, and the 3D-printed lab. Concepts that scored better than the baseline (6, 
7, and 9) were the science-focused Starship, the multi-module mobile lab, and the single 
element science-focused rover. The multi-module mobile lab was considered an 
extension of the single element rover, so the concepts were combined.



Multi-Module Stationary Lab
To maximize the downmass, a three-element delivery architecture was chosen with 
aggregation in Low Earth Orbit (LEO).  This mission profile consisted of the lab element 
launching with a propulsion bus stage, a descent lander element, and a transfer element 
for performing the Translunar Injection (TLI) burn. The lab element will launch on a 
commercial launch vehicle, mounted vertically in the launch fairing to maximize the lab 
size. Once launched, the lab element and bus await the arrival of the descent lander and 
transfer element. The lab element will be mounted in the horizontal configuration on the 
descent lander to make offload and placement on the surface easier.



Multi-Module Stationary Lab Trades
Various design trades were conducted by the concurrent engineering team 
to fully explore the design space:

● Vertical vs Horizontal Module orientation
● Hard structure vs Inflatable
● ECLSS centralized vs distributed



Multi-Module Stationary Lab MEL and PEL



Multi-Module Mobile Lab
Each pressurized lab module will launch integrated on a descent lander and arrive at the Moon 
via ballistic trajectory with a coast duration of 90-120 days. Once on the surface, MCC will 
command the mobile lab module to deploy to the surface via either a Davit Crane or lander ramp. 
Once on the lunar surface, the mobile lab module will drive to the parking lot designated area to 
await the arrival of the other mobile lab modules.  

Two crew members could use the mobile lab at the surface habitat while the other two crew 
members perform EVAs out of the surface habitat. Or, all four crew members could split between 
the mobile lab and the pressurized rover to explore an area of interest away from the surface 
habitat for part of the surface stay.



Multi-Module Mobile Lab Strengths
1. With mobility comes the ability to provide greater area of surface 

exploration, which is highly desirable by the science community. 
2. With each module having its own mobility, the assets can be 

pre-positioned and do not need a separate surface transport capability.
3. This mobile lab can share the same landing and delivery system as the 

already planned Pressurized Rover.
4. If used in conjunction with the Pressurized Rover, the overall exploration 

range away from the Artemis Base Camp may be increased.
5. The mobile lab adds robustness to the overall architecture since it could 

provide a safe haven accessible from both the Habitat and the Pressurized 
Rover. 

6. Standardized modules delivered sequentially allow for an evolvable science 
capability on the surface.



Multi Module Mobile Lab Weaknesses
1. The science payload mass available in each module will be reduced due to the 

mass of the mobility system.
2. While the lab was in motion, it would be hard to do any science experimentation; 

therefore, crew time would be divided between science and driving. Science 
equipment will have to withstand the additional loads and dynamics from the lab 
motion. 

3. With the linear design, it is not easy to isolate the central modules. Additionally, 
driving a ‘train’ is more difficult than a single module and terrain access will be 
limited.

4. Having connections between modules reduces the habitable space and adds 
complexity.

5. With mobility, there is a greater need for restraints and fall hazards.



Multi-Module Mobile Lab Trades
Various design trades were conducted by the concurrent engineering team 
to fully explore the design space.

● Vertical vs Horizontal Module orientation
● Hard structure vs Inflatable
● ECLSS centralized vs distributed
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Future Work

● The Study did not evaluate development cost and schedule for either multi-module 
concept.

● The science portfolio included was notional and mostly from the perspective of lunar 
science. The additional science communities should be incorporated to help refine these 
equipment needs.

● For both multi-module labs, the main forward work items include assessing the estimated 
data storage increase, evaluating antenna placement, integrating the vehicle sizing, and 
launch configurations to arrive at vehicle element design and distribution on launch 
vehicles and mass reduction efforts by increasing the fidelity of the models and sizing of 
the subsystems.

● Additional forward work items specific to the mobile lab includes assessing the mobility 
system’s need for six wheels, evaluating the need for redundant C&DH systems or a 
transferrable C&DH, re-evaluating the solar array sizing for peak power usage from the 
drive train, re-assessing the drive system sizing and re-sizing the off-load ramp.



Human Factors Evaluation Needed
The purpose of the evaluation is to obtain preliminary data on human interfaces 
and configuration habitation layout for lunar science missions per concept.



Lessons Learned
● Lessons learned on the process and development of the Forge are documented in a separate paper 

(Forging the Forge March 10 21:00 @ Lake/Canyon).
● Five days to brainstorm, evaluate, and develop 2 concepts was not enough time to fully document the 

trades and refine the concepts fully. 
○ If future studies scope two concept designs, an additional three days will be included in the 

schedule and additional architects will be added to the roster.
● Sometimes it was hard to visualize current state of the concept. 

○ A visual medium (visual iteration, sketching, CAD or graphics) to communicate the current state of 
the design, and having that displayed either in the room or virtually would have been a great 
benefit.

○ A better data management platform than Microsoft Office 365 and OneDrive is desired for future 
studies but is sufficient to meet needs at this time.

● Customer involvement in the studies is necessary, but this involvement needs to be balanced in order to 
allow the team the freedom to explore the solution space and make design decisions. 

○ Customer involvement that is too specific can reduce the benefits of the brainstorming and 
concurrent design sessions. 

○ The customer must also be prevented from changing the scope throughout the study.
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